Present Chaucer Sketch next class

*Record: ___5 new vocabulary words

Read: ___Lesson 8 (Stobaugh)
      ___Chapter 1 in How to Read Literature Like a Professor.
      ___Read Part I of Gulliver's Travels for next week. We will take 4 weeks to read this book. It will need to be completed by Week 9.
      ___Week 5 handouts at tabbnet.com/britlit - Week 5
          ___pages on Marlowe and Dr. Faustus
          ___pages on background for Gulliver's Travels
          ___Using MLA Format.

*Write: ___Answer Gulliver's Travels study questions Book One. Week Five website
       ___Journal - 2 paragraphs on How Read Lit Like Prof Chapter 1 might apply to Gulliver's Travels.
       ___Essay on Shrew:
          -Answer one essay prompt in a 2 - 3 page paper. Be sure to use evidence from the play to support your position. An essay this length should have a minimum of 6-8 quotes.
          -Strive for short quotes and snippets.
          -Every essay (except those designated as short essays) MUST include an outline.
          -Print out 2 copies

Finalize: ___Presentation of Canterbury Tale Sketch

Work on: ___Shakespeare recitation Perform Week 9 (Oct. 29/Nov2)

*Do: ___Comma review exercise - back
     ___Top Ten Essay Problems - p. 218 Stobaugh
     ___Read about Using Second Person Pronoun
          ___In a few sentences, explain the correct and incorrect format and write one example of an incorrect sentence and show the correction.

Discussion Prep:
     ___*Caleb/Hannah-Be prepared to share a passage from Mere Christianity which is meaningful to you or stood out in some way. Prepare 1- 2 min. of teaching us about it. Bring a copy of the passage for each member of the class so we can read along as you read it to us.
     ___Write: a discussion question about Part I Gulliver's Travels.
     ___Select one passage from Part I to read to the class. Be prepared to give commentary on why you think this passage is significant. You may also comment on the writing style/technique.

Optional History: ___None

Optional Honors: ___None
Comma Review Exercise:
C'mon... Let's get it right, or using an apostrophe in a way that would make momma proud!

Make corrections in the following sentences. One is correct.
1. That artists painting is James favorite.
2. I see every painting but your's.
3. That car has lost it's front bumper.
4. It's finally over!
5. The officers quarters are in that building.

Taming of the Shrew Essay Prompts
1. Study the character of Kate, her relationship with her father and sister. Why is she a shrew? Does she really change? What does she feel toward Petruchio?
2. Discuss Petruchio's methods of taming Kate. Does he hate women? Are his methods humane?
3. Explore the relations between the sexes as portrayed either in Lucentio-Bianca or the Petuchio-Katherine courtship. Who is likely to have a happier marriage? Why?
4. Explore the theme of identity, transformation, and conversion. Pay special attention to the contrast between superficial disguises and real change.
5. Make a careful study of Kate's final speech. What picture of marriage does she give? Is it a Christian view?
6. Explore Petruchio's use of words, paying special attention to how he uses words to create an alternative world. Does this reflect a Christian view of language? Why or why not?